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two divisions of infantry originally allotted to the
defence, the British commander estimated that some
part of the force might be safely spared now for
service elsewhere. Thus one brigade departed to
Gallipoli, a second to Aden, and individual units to
France. The risk incurred in agreeing to a reduction
of the original strength of the Indian Expeditionary
Force was not very great. It was known that the
Turkish force in Sinai amounted to no more than
a brigade : and once assured upon that point, and
that the enemy's supply of mines was exhausted,
the British commander on the Canal had little cause
for anxiety. So closely watched were Turkish move-
ments in the Peninsula, that it had become now
practically impossible for reinforcements to reach the
enemy without the fact being known at once at
Ismailia. The Intelligence Service at the Defence
Head-quarters was admirably organized. Little was
planned or accomplished by Von Kressenstein or his
staff which was not speedily reported to it. The
Turks were well aware of the leakage of news : for
they subjected every wandering Bedouin to pretty
strict cross-examination before allowing him to pro-
ceed on his journey. But the Defence Intelligence
had so many of the inhabitants of the Peninsula in its
pay, and had instructed the agents so well in their
duties, that no sooner did the enemy stop one leak
than another was opened. Moreover, these agents
when arrested were generally the masters of their
captors in a battle of wits. Few people, in fact, can
get the better of the Sinai Bedouin* He is never at
a loss for a story to explain his movements : and if the
worst comes to the worst he can assume an air of
such impenetrable stupidity that even the most
suspicious examiner will lose patience at last, and bid
the man depart, thankful to be rid of a fool. Thus
it was that British agents when caught were invariably

